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China's one-child policy was part of a birth planning program designed to control the size of its
population. Distinct from the family planning policies of most other countries (which focus on
providing contraceptive options to help women have the number of children they want), it set a limit
on the number of children parents could have, the world's most extreme example of population
planning.
One-child policy - Wikipedia
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Zhou Enlai (Chinese: å‘¨æ•©æ•¥; Wadeâ€“Giles: Chou En-lai; 5 March 1898 â€“ 8 January 1976)
was the first Premier of the People's Republic of China.Zhou was China's head of government,
serving from October 1949 until his death in January 1976.Zhou served under Chairman Mao
Zedong and was instrumental in the Communist Party's rise to power, and later in consolidating its
control, forming ...
Zhou Enlai - Wikipedia
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With a focus on Asia and the Pacific, ABC Radio Australia offers an Australian perspective. Our
content on radio, web, mobile and through social media encourages conversation and the sharing of
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News from The Associated Press, the definitive source for independent journalism from every corner
of the globe.
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Radames Pereira dijo.... seÃ±ores han pasado mas de 35 aÃ±os desde aquel tiempo que veia esta
comica. Inolvidables recuerdos de infancia y eran unas comicas tan sanas.
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LIVRE-SE DAS MULTAS DE TRÃ‚NSITO Chega de ser explorado pela indÃºstria das multas. NÃ£o
pague mais nada para o governo.
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